
Hi! I’m Sofia Jimenez and I’m a senior from the Philippines concentrating
in MCM Track II and Psychology. I’m extremely interested in the varying
forms of audio visual production, global cinema, and the influence of
evolving media technology on the development of society. This semester,
I’m writing a thesis screenplay on media censorship during the end of
martial law in the Philippines. I love a good ensemble sitcom, cooking
every pasta, and can go for hours talking about the music I'm into at the
moment.  

My favorite animal in a movie: Pumba from The Lion King

My quarantine binge: Normal People

Hello! My name is Sonya Bui, and I study MCM Track II, where I am
digging into (post)colonial archives, writing stories using hypertext and
sound, and crunching through new media theory. I am especially
interested in the intersection of print and digital media. For my
capstone project, I have been developing an interactive tour to 20th-
century French Indochina by curating a selection of Vietnamese
cartoons, fiction, and postcards! You can reach me online, or, ever-so-
rarely, by the frozen section at Trader Joe’s. Talk to me about Internet
culture, things that are impossible to translate, or your most recent
quarantine-induced fixation :)

My favorite animal in a movie: Either Tim Burton’s Cheshire Cat, or
Cheburashka
 
My quarantine binge: Avatar, the Last Airbender
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 Hi! I’m Antonia Huth and I’m a senior concentrating in MCM Track I. In
my studies I focus on media theory, film and gender. Talk to me about
anything pop culture-related and writing an honors thesis. This year,
you’re most likely to run into me getting vermicelli at Lotus Pepper
Foodtruck, studying on the Main Green or taking walks on Ives Street. I
love poetry, Megan Thee Stallion, and all things sci-fi! 

My favourite animal in a movie: Mr Evil’s cat in Austin Powers

My quarantine binge: The Vampire Diaries


